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ON WEAKLY COUNTABLY DETERMINED BANACH SPACES

SOPHOCLES MERCOURAKIS

ABSTRACT. For a topological space X, let Ci(X) denote the Banach space

of all bounded functions /: X —► R such that for every e > 0 the set {x €

X: \f{x)\ > e} is closed and discrete in X, endowed with the supremum

norm. The main theorem is the following: Let L be a weakly countably

determined subset of a Banach space; then there exist a subset E' of the

Baire space E, a compact space K, and a bounded linear one-to-one operator

T:C(L) —» Ci(E' X K) that is pointwise to pointwise continuous. In the case

where L is weakly analytic, E' can be replaced by E. This theorem is connected

with the basic result of Amir-Lindenstrauss on WCG Banach spaces and has

corresponding consequences such as: the representation of Gulko (resp. Ta-

lagrand) compact spaces as pointwise compact subsets of Ci(E' x K) (resp.

Ci(E x K)) (a compact space f! is called Gulko or Talagrand compact if C(O)

is WCD or a weakly K-analytic Banach space); the characterization of WCD

(resp. weakly K-analytic) Banach spaces E, using one-to-one operators from

E* into Ci(E' x K) (resp. Ci(E x K)); and the existence of equivalent "good"

norms on E and E* simultaneously.

Introduction. The purpose of the present paper is the study of K-analytic

and, more generally, countably determined Banach spaces in the weak topology.

As Talagrand proved in [21] the well-known class of weakly compactly generated

(WCG) Banach spaces consists of weakly K-analytic spaces. Moreover, Talagrand

proved that these classes of Banach spaces are distinct [21, 23].

The classical Banach space Co(r) = {f:T —> R: for every e > 0 the set {"/ €

T: 1/(7)1 > e} is finite} has a basic role for the structure of weakly compact subsets

of Banach spaces, in view of the classical theorem of Amir-Lindenstrauss [1]: if

E is a WCG Banach space, then there exist a set T and a bounded linear one-to-

one operator T from E into Co(r). It is an immediate consequence of this result

that every weakly compact subset of a Banach space is homeomorphic to a weakly

compact subset of Cb(r).

The proof of the Amir-Lindenstrauss (abbreviated A-L) Theorem relies on the

method of "long" sequences of projections of Banach spaces, which is a compactness

argument.

Vasak [24] and Gulko [9] working independently, extended the method of pro-

jections of A-L to the wider class of weakly countably determined Banach spaces

(WCD). Especially Gulko replaced the (functional) projections of Banach spaces

by (topological) retractions of compact spaces.

The works of Vasak and Gulko leave open the following question: is there an A-L

type theorem for WCD spaces? In this paper we answer affirmatively this question

by introducing a new class of spaces corresponding to the spaces Cb(r).
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a topological space. We set Cx {X) = {/: X -> R: /

is bounded and for every e > 0 the set {t e X: \f(t)\ > s} is closed and discrete

in X}. It is clear that Ci(X) is a Banach space, being a closed linear subspace of

l°°(X).
We notice that

(a) For a subset A of X, A is closed and discrete in X if and only if A', the

derived set of A, is empty,

(b) C0{X) C Cx(X), and if / e Ci{X) then /|n G C0(X) for all compact subsets

0 of X, and

(c) if A is compact (resp. closed and discrete) in X, then Co{A) (resp. l°°(A)) is

a complemented subspace of Ci(X). In particular, if X is compact (resp. discrete)

then Ci(X) = C0(X) (resp. C,(X) = 1°°{X)).

(d) If X is Lindelof then it is easy to see that for every / G C"i(X) the set

{t € X: f(t) / 0} is at most countable (see also Lemma 4.10).

In §1 we study the pointwise compact subsets of the space Cx (X) for a countably

determined or a K-analytic topological space X. The main result (Theorem 1.2) is

that if X is countably determined (resp. K-analytic) then every pointwise compact

subset of Ci(X) is Gulko (resp. Talagrand compact); see Definition 0.3. In §2 we

prove an A-L type theorem which is the main result of the paper.

THEOREM 2.5. Let L be a weakly countably determined subset of a Banach

space E and a the least cardinal such that d(L) < 2a. Then there exists a nonempty

subset E' o/E and a bounded linear one-to-one operator T: C(L) —> Ci(E'x{0,1}Q)

that is pointwise to pointwise continuous. Further when L is weakly K-analytic the

set E' can be chosen to be E.

This result, which is fundamental for WCD and weakly K-analytic Banach spaces

(as will be clear from its applications in §§3 and 4), is obtained by improving and

strengthening the techniques of Gulko.

§3 contains topological consequences of Theorem 2.5. The most important are

representations and topological characterizations of Gulko and Talagrand compact

spaces (Theorems 3.1-3.3 and Remark 3.4.1). Our representation of Gulko compact

spaces implies immediately the main result of Gulko in [9] that every Gulko compact

space is Corson compact.

§4 contains functional analytic consequences of Theorem 2.5: namely we char-

acterize WCD and weakly K-analytic Banach spaces E using the set-theoretic or-

dering of compact subsets of a separable metric space and operators from E* into

spaces of the form C\ (X) for countably determined or K-analytic topological spaces

X (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). We prove that the fundamental geometric property of

strict convexity of Co(r) [7] is preserved by Ci(X) where X is countably determined

(Theorem 4.5). Finally we strengthen a renorming theorem of Vasak [24] proving

that every WCD Banach space admits an equivalent locally uniformly convex and

smooth norm whose dual norm is strictly convex (Theorem 4.8).
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0. Preliminaries. By the term space we mean a Hausdorff completely regular

topological space.

For a space X, w(X), d(X) and K(X) denote the (topological) weight, the

density character and the set of nonempty compact subsets of X.

If X is a space, C(X) is the Banach space of continuous bounded real-valued

functions on X with supremum norm. The pointwise topology on C(X) is de-

termined by the requirement: a net [fi)iei m C(X) converges in the pointwise

topology to some / G C(X) if lim fi(x) = f(x) for all x G X.

For every metric space (M, d) we define the Hausdorff metric du on K(M) [8,

problem 4.5.22] as follows:

dH{A, B) = sup{d(a, B), d(b, A): a G A, b G B).

It is proved that if (M, d) is complete (resp. separable or compact) then (K(M), da)

is complete (resp. separable or compact) (see [8, problems 4.5.22(d), 2.7.20(b) and

3.12.26(a)]). It can also be proved that if K is a compact subset of K{M) then the

set U{U: fi G K} is a compact subset of M [5, Theorem 3.1].

We denote by E = ww the set of infinite sequences of natural numbers (where w

denotes the set of natural numbers), endowed with the product topology. As is well

known, E is a Polish space (that is, homeomorphic to a complete separable metric

space), and every Polish space is a continuous image of E [17, Corollary 2.4.3]. For

every p, a G E, we define o < p if <r(n) < p(n) for all n G u. It is clear that for

every p G E the set E(/>) = {o G E: a < p} is a compact subset of E.

S denotes the set of finite sequences of natural numbers. For s G S we denote

by \s\ the length (i.e. the domain) of s. For s G S and a G E (resp. t G S with

\t\ > \s\) we write s < o (resp. s < t) if s is equal to the first |s| terms of the

sequence a (resp. t). If o G E and n G w, a\n denotes the finite sequence of the

first n terms of o.

For two spaces X, Y a mapping /: X —► K{Y) is said to be upper semicontinuous

(usco) [17, 21], if for every x G X and every open set V of Y containing f{x) the

set {z G X:f(z) C V} is a neighborhood of x. It is easy to see that for every

compact subset K of X the set /(K) = \J{f(x): x G K} is a compact subset of V.

PROPOSITION 0.1 [21]. Let K be a compact space and A C K. Then the

following are equivalent.

(a) There exists a sequence (An) of compact subsets of K, such that for every

x & A, there exists a subset DCu such that x G Hneo ^n — ̂ ~

(b) There exist a family (Bs)s€s of compact subsets of K and a subset E' C E

such that A = Uct€s' Ds«t b»-
(c) There exist a subset E' C E and an usco mapping /: E' —► K(A) such that

/(£') = U„€S</(*) = ^
(d) A is a continuous image of a closed subset of some space of the form E' x K

where E' C E.

If a space A satisfies some of the above equivalent conditions in a compact space

K that contains A homeomorphically then A is said to be countably determined.

Conditions (b), (c) and (d) remain equivalent if E' is replaced by E. A is said to

be K-analytic if some of the conditions (b), (c), (d) are satisfied for E' = E. It is

clear that every K-analytic space is countably determined.
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We note that (see [17 and 21]) every countably determined space is Lindelof,

and that the class of these spaces is closed under continuous images, closed subsets,

countable products, intersections, and unions. The same is true for the class of

K-analytic spaces.

DEFINITION 0.2  [7, 21, 24]. A (real) Banach space E is said to be

(a) weakly compactly generated (WCG) if it contains a weakly compact total

subset,

(b) weakly K-analytic (resp. weakly countably determined—WCD) if E in its

weak topology is K-analytic (resp. countably determined). It follows that every

weakly K-analytic Banach space is WCD.

M. Talagrand has proved [21, Theorem 3.2] that every WCG Banach space is

weakly K-analytic.

DEFINITION 0.3 [2, 7, 13, 16]. Let K be a compact space. Then,

(a) K is called an Eberlein compact, if K is homeomorphic to a weakly compact

subset of a Banach space,

(b) K is called a Talagrand (resp. Gulko) compact if C(K) is weakly K-analytic

(resp. WCD),

(c) K is called a Corson compact if for some set T, K is homeomorphic to a subset

of E(Rr) = {x G Rr:supp(x) is countable}, where supp(x) = {7 G T:x1 ^ 0} for

every x G Rr, and of course Rr has the cartesian product topology. The space

E(Rr) is called the H-product of the real line.

It must be noted that K is Eberlein compact if and only if C(K) is WCG [19,

Corollary 3.4].

M. Talagrand has constructed a Talagrand compact space that is not an Eberlein

compact [21], and a Gulko compact that is not a Talagrand compact [23].

S. P. Gulko [9] has proved that every Gulko compact space is a Corson compact

space.

For the theory of WCG, weakly K-analytic and WCD Banach spaces we refer

to [7, 16, 21 and 24].

Given a set T, Z°°(r) is the Banach space of all bounded real valued functions

defined on T under the supremum norm; Co(r) denotes the (closed linear) subspace

of Z°°(r) consisting of all / such that for every e > 0 there exists a finite subset Fe

of T with |/(-y)| < e for all 7 g Fs.

The ordinals are defined in such a way that an ordinal is the set of smaller

ordinals. A cardinal is an ordinal not in one-to-one correspondence with any smaller

ordinal. The least cardinal strictly greater than a is denoted by a+. The cardinality

of a set A is denoted by |j4| and the cardinality of the family P(A) of all subsets of

.4 by 2lAL

In most cases, the notation and terminology are from [16, 21, 14 and 2].

1. The Banach space Ci(X). In this section we introduce the class of Banach

spaces of the form Ci(X), where X is a space, and study their pointwise compact

subsets when X is countably determined.

We shall prove the following

THEOREM 1.2. If X is a countably determined (resp. K-analytic ) space,

then every pointwise compact subset of Cx (X) is Gulko compact (resp. Talagrand

compact).
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For the proof we introduce two classes of spaces F°° and D°° (Definition 1.3)

and prove some of their properties (Lemmas 1.4-1.6).

DEFINITION 1.3. (i) Let M be a separable metric space and F = {r^K g

K(M)} a family of sets with the following property: if Ki, K3 G K(M) and

Kx C K2 then T^ Q ^k2- We define the topological space F°°(M) as the space

T U {00} where T = Ul^x: K G K(M)} and 00 is a point not in T, endowed with

the following topology: each point in T is isolated, while a neighborhood base for

00 consists of the sets (T\A) U {00}, where A C T is such that \A 0 Yk\ < w for all

KeK(M).
(ii) Let X be a topological space and 00 a point not in X. We define the topo-

logical space D°°(X) as the space X U {00} endowed with the following topology:

each point in X is isolated, while a neighborhood base for 00 consists of the sets

(X\A) U {00}, where A is closed and discrete in X.

It is clear that F°° (M) and D°° (X) are completely regular and Hausdorff and

that the sets r^ U {00} are compact in F°°(M).

LEMMA 1.4. F°°(M) is countably determined and, when M is complete, K-

analytic.

PROOF. Let K be a compactification of F°°(M) and let {Vn:n G u>} be a

countable base for the topology of K(M) with the Hausdorff metric (see §0). Set

P>n = c\k (U^ey Fa) f°r n < w. It is clear that each Bn is compact and so

it is enough to show that for every x G F°°(M) there exists N C w such that

x e flnsJV Bn Q F°°(M) (see Proposition 0.1).

Let A G K(M) such that x G Ta and set AT = {n G uj:A G Vn} so that

x G f]n€N Bn. Now suppose (for the purpose of a contradiction) that there exists

2/o G flneiv Bn\F°°(M). Then there exists a neighborhood U\ oiyo in K such that

00 G' Ux- Let {nk'. k G w} be an enumeration of N. We shall construct inductively

a nontrivial sequence {yk} in Ux and a sequence {Ak} in K(M) such that yk G TAk

and Ak G Vnk.

Since j/o G Bni there exists Ax G Vni such that Ux n Tax ^ 0; choose yi G

Ux f~l r^j. Now j/o / 2/i > so pick a neighborhood t/2 C f/i of 2/0 in K such that

yi ^ f/2- Since 2/0 G S„2 there exists A2 G V„2 such that U2 n r^2 ^ 0; choose

2/2 G t/2 H Ta2 and proceed in the same way.

It should be noted that the sequence {Vnk:k G w} is a neighborhood base for

A in K(M) and since Ak G V„fc, Afc -^ A in K(M). Thus {Afc: fc G w} U {A} is
compact in K(M) and so S = Ufegw -Afc U A is compact in M (see §0). Now we

have

{yk:k<u}C (J rAfc crB
fc<a;

and since Tb U {00} is compact in F°°(M),  yk —» 00.   This is a contradiction

because {2/fc: n < w} C J7i and 00 &Ux-

In the case where M is complete, there is /:E —> K(M) continuous, onto (see

§0). We set Ma = \J{f(p):p < o"}, o G E. We observe that M<j is compact,

Mr C Mp if <t < p (see §0), and that if K is compact in M then K C MCT for some

o G E. Thus for every A C T we have: |A D Tk\ < w for every K G /C(M) if and

only if IA n Tm,, | < w for every tr G E.
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Now we set Ts = clj? (U3<<t ^m„) for every s G S and using the above remark

we prove similarly that F°°(M) = UffeS (XLi r^l"' that is F°°(M) is K-analytic.

REMARK 1.4.1. If \TK\ < w for all K G K(M) then T is at most countable.
Indeed, oo is an isolated point of F°C(M), so F°°(M) is a countably determined

(and hence Lindelof) discrete space, and thus the conclusion follows.

LEMMA 1.5. If X is countably determined (resp. K-analytic) then D°°(X) is

countably determined (resp. K-analytic).

PROOF. Assume that X is countably determined and let <j>: M —> K(X) be

usco and onto (see Proposition 0.1) where M is a separable metric space. Consider

the space F°°(M) of Definition 1.3, where TK = <t>(K), K G K(M). Then X =

\J{TK:K G K(M)} and it is easy to see that the "identity" /^^(M) -> D°°(X)

is continuous. Thus D°°(X) is countably determined.

The K-analytic case is similar (setting M = E).

LEMMA 1.6. For every space X, there exists a linear isometry T:Cx(X) —>

C(D°°(X)) that is continuous for the topology of pointwise convergence.

PROOF. We define T:Ci(X) -> C(D°°(X)) by

r(/)(*) = {^(')'   Hit,   forevery/£Ci(x).

It is easy to see that T has the desired properties.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Talagrand proved that every pointwise compact

subset of C(Y), where Y is countably determined (resp. K-analytic), is Gulko

compact (resp. Talagrand compact) (Theorem 3.7 of [21]). Thus the proof follows

immediately from Lemmas 1.4-1.6.

As consequences of Theorem 1.2 we have

COROLLARY 1.7. Let T = U{Fk:K G K(M)} be as in Definition 1.3(i). If Q
is a compact subset o/Rr such that for each K G K(M), fi|r/c C Co(Tk) then

(a) fi C E(Rr) (= the T,-product of the real line),

(b) fi is Gulko compact, and

(c) if M = E, then fi is Talagrand compact.

PROOF. We define H: 0 -> Cx(F°°(M)) by

It is easy to see that H is continuous when Cx(F°°(M)) is endowed with the

topology of pointwise convergence. Thus the result follows from Lemma 1.4 and

Theorem 1.2 (see also Definition 1.1(d)).

COROLLARY 1.8. Let fi be a compact space, M a separable metric space and

{Lk'-K g K(M)} a family of weakly compact subsets of C(Q) such that

(a) for every K G K(M) the only possible weak limit point of Lx is 0 G C(fi),

(b) if Kx, K2 G K(M) with K\ C K2 then LKl C Lk2 and

(c) the set L = (J{Lk'-K G K(M)} separates the points o/fi.
Then fi is a Gulko compact space; especially if M = E, fi is a Talagrand compact.

PROOF. The space F°°(M) = Tu{oo} (Definition 1.3, where TK = LK\{0}) is

countably determined (Lemma 1.4). We define /: F°°(M) -»LU{0} by f(x) — x
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for x G T, and /(oo) = 0. Then / is continuous when the space L U {0} has the

topology of pointwise convergence, so L U {0} is countably determined. The desired

conclusion now follows from Theorem 3.4 of [21].

2. The main theorem. The content of this section is the proof of Theorem

2.5 (see Introduction); its consequences are examined in the next two sections.

We shall denote by K a compact Hausdorff space. The topological concepts

involved (closure, density, continuity, etc.) in C(K) are always considered in the

pointwise topology of C(K). We shall refer frequently to the fundamental paper of

Gulko [9], to the survey paper of Negrepontis [16, §6], and also to the basic paper

of Talagrand [21].

DEFINITION. Let F C C(K), F separates points of K, M C K, L C F. We

say that the pair (M, L) is F-conjugate if

(a) for all x G K, there is p(x) G M, such that f(x) = f(p(x)) for all / G L, and

(b) for all / G F, there is q(f) G L, such that f(x) = (q(f))(x) for all x G M.

LEMMA 2.1. Let F C C(K), F separates points of K, M C K, L C F, with

(M, L) F-conjugate.  Then,

(a) p(x), q(f) are unique for all x G K, / G F;

(b) the mappings p:K^M, q:F^>L defined by (a) are continuous retractions

(so M, L are closed subsets of K, F, respectively); and

(c) p*\F = q (where p*:C(K) -» C(K):p*(f) = (f\M) op).

DEFINITION. Let F C C(K), M C K, L C F. We say that the pair (M,L) is

.F-preconjugate if

(a) {x\L: x G M} is dense in {x\L: x G K} (in the pointwise topology of L C

C(K)), and

(b) {f\M: / G L} is dense in {f\M: / G F} (in the pointwise topology of L C

FCC(K)).
Here we use the notation: x\L: L —> R to mean (x|L)(/) = /(x) for / G L.

REMARK. The above two Definitions and Lemma 2.1 are due to Gulko [9] (see

also [16, Definitions 6.11, 6.13 and Lemma 6.12]). We include them here, because

they are useful in the sequel.

Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 are fundamental for the proof of Theorem 2.5 and improve

corresponding lemmas of Gulko [9] (see [16, Lemmas 6.19, 6.22]). First we need

some preliminaries.

Let K be a Gulko compact and L a countably determined subspace of the closed

unit ball of C(K) for the pointwise topology which separates the points of K [21,

Theorem 3.4]. It is clear that L is a countably determined subspace of the compact

space [—1,1]K and so there are a nonempty subset E' of E and a family {Ls:s G S}

of compact subsets of [—1, l]K with L® = [—1,1]K such that:

(a) for every sx, 52 G 5 with sx < 82, LS2 C LSl,

(b) for every a G E', L„ = (\<UJ La\n ^ 0 and

(c) L = \JoeX>f)n<u1Lv\n-
Since the map F: E' —> K(L): o G Y! —> L„ C L is usco [21, Proposition 1.1] if A is

a compact subset of E', the set La = \\{La: o~ G A} is a pointwise compact subset

ofL.
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For every A G AT(E') we define in the space K an equivalence relation Ra as

follows:

x RA y   iff   f{x) = fiy) for all / G LA.

Let Ka = K/Ra be the quotient space and tta'-K —> Ka the natural map. We

endow the space Ka with the quotient topology, that is, U C Ka is open if and

only if 7T^1(J7) is open in K, and we notice that -ka becomes a continuous open

map and Ka a compact Hausdorff space. We also notice that Ka is an Eberlein

compact, since La is a pointwise compact subset of CiK) which separates points

of Ka.

Part (a) of the following lemma is due to Gulko [9] (see also [16, Lemma 6.19]).

We include the proof because it is needed for parts (b) and (c). If x G K and

A G iC(E'), [x]A will denote the equivalence class of x with respect to Ra-

LEMMA 2.2. Let M C K, N C \JaeS(Ls n L) such that (M,X n L3 n L)
is (Ls n L)-preconjugate for s G S. Set P = chxM, Q — cl^N C L and for

A G JC(E'), PA = *AiP) QKA, QA = Qr\LACLA. Then

(a) iP,Q) is L-conjugate.

(b) iPA,QA) is LA-conjugate for A G AT(E').

(c) // (p, q) and ipA,qA) denote the retractions corresponding to the conjugate

pairs iP,Q) and iPA,QA), respectively (see Lemma 2.1), then pAi\x]A) = [p(x)]'4

for [x\A G KA and qA(f) = <?(/) o tta = q(f o 7rA) for f € LA.

PROOF,    (a) Let / G L.    Then there exists o G E' such that / G LCT  =

fln<u; L<x|n ̂  L-   We Set for n < W,

V(/,ff|n) = {g G c1[_1,1]k(L(T|„ n Q): g\M = f\M} C LCT|n n cl[_i, jjkQ.

Since (M, N n LCT|n fl L) is (.L\,|n D L)-preconjugate, and / G La\n n L, there is a net

i9i)iei CJVfl LCT|n fl L C L^in nQ such that lim;G/((/t|M) = /|M. If g is a cluster
point of this net, then it follows easily that g G V(f, o\n), so V(f, o\n) is a nonempty

compact subset of [—1,1]K. We notice that if n > m then V(/, cr|n) C V(f, a\m).

Therefore

Vf= f)Vif,o-\n)C f]{La\nncl{.lil]KQ)
(*) n<u; n<u)

= Lff n c1[_M|k(3 cin c1[_m1kQ = Q.

So we have that Vj is a nonempty compact subset of Q, and thus there is g G V/ C Q

such that g|M = /|M. Since /, g are continuous, it follows that f\M — g\M, that

is, condition (b) of the conjugate pair.

Since (M,N n L0 n L) (= (M, X)) is L0 n L (= L)-preconjugate, it follows

that {x|Q:x eP} = {i|Q:x G K} [16, Lemma 6.17], that is, condition (a) of the

conjugate pair. Therefore (P, Q) is L-conjugate pair.

(b) Let A G K(E') and f G LA ^ L. Then there exists cr G A such that

/ G L„ C LA. as in the proof of the claim (a), there exists g GVf C L„tlQ C LaHQ

such that fix) = </(x) for all x G P (see (*)).

Since /, g G La C La, it follows by the definition of the space Ka, that fo-KA, go

ka^LaQ CiK a) and /o7Ta(z) = 9071^(1) for every x G P, so /([x]'4) = g([x]'4)

for every [x\A G Pa-
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Let [x]A G KA and f0 G QA (= LA n Q C Q). There is y G P such that

x|Q = y\Q, so [j/]* G Pa and /0(x) = f0{y). It follows that /0([x]A) = /o([2/]A).
Now since /o G La we have that /0 o nA G La Q C(Ka). The proof of (b) is

complete.

(c) Follows immediately from (a) and (b).

LEMMA 2.3. If K is a Gulko compact space, and L a subset of the unit ball

of CiK) that separates the points of K in the pointwise topology, then VK(K) =

d(K) = d{L).

PROOF. We refer to Talagrand [21, Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.3].

LEMMA 2.4. Assume that W(K) = t > u>+ and let {x^:u> < £ < t} and

{ft'-w < £ < t} be dense subsets of K and L, respectively. (We recall that L is

considered with the pointwise topology.) Then

(a) There exists a family {iP^,Q^):ui < £ < r} such that

(1) (P^Qf) is L-conjugate, w < £ < r.

(2) P4 C Pf and Qe C Q?, u < £ < c < r.

(3) // £ is o Zirra'i ordinal, w <  £ < t,  then P^  = cl^ (\Jn<fPn) >  Qz =

ch(\Jn<sQn)-

(4) x^ G P^+i and f$ G Qz+x, for w < £ < r.

(5) W(P£) = d(Pe) = d(Q€) < \Zlfor w < £ < r.
(6) limn<£pn(x) = Pf(x) /or x G K and £ limit ordinal, w < £ < r, where p^ is

the retraction from K onto P^ of Gulko's Lemma 2.1.

(7) For every x G K the set {£: w < £ < r and p^(x) 7^ p^+i(x)} is countable.

(b) For ewerj/ A G AT(E') there is a family {iPA,QA):u> < £ < r} such that

(1) iP^,Qf) is LA-conjugate, where PA = 7Ta(P^) and QA = Q^ H LA for
W < £ < T.

(2) Pf C P* and QACQA for u <£<<;< t.

(3) // £ is a /irra'Z ordinal,' ui < £ < t, then P^ = c\ka (\Jn<iBn) ana" QA =

cuA(u»<€<#).
(4) tta(xj) G P^+1 and /j o tta G <2a+1 foruj<£<T.

(5) W(P/) = W(Q£) < |£| /or w < £ < r.

(6) // £ is a limit ordinal with w < £ < r then limn<^ pA([x]'4) = pAi[x\A), for

all [x]A G Ka, where pA is the retraction from Ka onto P^ given by pAi[x]A) =

\Ptix)]A (see Lemma 2.2(c)).

(c) (1) For every ordinal £, w < £ < t, Qj = \J{QA:A G K'(E')} and for every

A, B G K(E') with ACB, QA C Qf.
(2) For every A G KiY') the retractions corresponding to the conjugate pair

iPfiQf) are the following:

PA:KA^PACKA:{x}A^[Piix)}A,

qf: LA^QA C LA: f -> q^f) otta= o£(/ o nA).

PROOF. The main tool of the proof of (a) is Lemma 2.2(a) and is due to Gulko

[9] (see [16, Lemma 6.22]). (b) and (c) follow easily from (a) and Lemma 2.2(b)

and (c).
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5. We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. The set L is bounded.

We set K = By* with the weak* topology, where F is the closed linear span of

L in E, so F is a WCD Banach space and K a Gulko compact space by Theorem

3.6 of [21]. Since F is naturally embedded in CiK), L is a countably determined

subset of CiK) for the pointwise topology and separates points of K. It is clear

that we can assume without loss of generality that L is contained in the closed unit

ball of CiK).

CLAIM. There exists a family {TA:A G ^C(E')} of bounded linear one-to-one

operators TA:CiLA) —> Co (A x {0,1}Q), where La is as in Lemma 2.2, such that:

(a) if A G iC(E') then ||Ta|| < 1 and Ta is pointwise to pointwise continuous;

and

(b) if A, B G iC(E') with AC B, then TB(/)|A x {0, \}a = TA{f) for every

/GC(L).
The claim is proved inductively. So suppose that the claim holds when L is

such that diL) < k. (The case diL) = uj is trivial: for every A G AT(E') we set

TA = T:CiL) -» Co(w) C C0({0,1}") such that Tif)in) = fidn)/n, n < w,
where {dn:n < ui} is a dense subset of L.) Consider an L with diL) — k. Let

{(Pc,Qc):w < £ < k} and {(Pf,QA):w < £ < k, A G X"(E')} be as in Lemma

2.4. Since d(Qj) < |£| < k by the induction hypothesis, there exists a family

of operators, T\:CiQA) -> C0iA x {0,l}a«), A G /C(E'), as in the claim. As

«£ < ctK, the range of each T\ is included in Co(A x {0,1}""). Thus, if t: n 3

£ —> tj G {0, 1}Qk is a one-to-one mapping, the range of each T| is considered as a

subset of C0({tc} x A x {0, l}a*).

We set FA = {0,1}Q* x(Ax {0,1}Q~) for A G K(E') and F = {0, l}tt- x (E' x

{0, 1}"*); it is obvious that if A G JC(E') the spaces Y and Ya are homeomorphic

to E' x {0,1}Q" and A x {0,1}Q", respectively. For A G K(E') we define

TA: C{LA) - Co I    |J   [{t€} x A x {0, l}a*] j C ^(Fa)
Yw<^<k y

with TA(/)(n) = Tw(^(/))(n), n < w,

TAif)il) = 2-[TA+1iqi+xif)-of if))il)\,    1 G {t€+1} x A x {0,1}°-, w < £ < s,

Ta(/)W=0,        7gFa\     IJ   [{*axAx{0,l}Q"].

From Lemma 2.4 and the induction hypothesis it follows that the family {TA:A G

JC(E')} satisfies the claim.

Now we set
T:C(L)^Ci(E'x {0, l}a")

such that T(/) = [La(/)]a€K(E')' f°r every / £ CiL). It is clear from the claim

that the operator T has the desired properties.

Case 2. The set L is unbounded.

For n < lj set Ln = L H Bn where Bn is the n-ball of E. Then, by case 1, for

every Ln there exists an operator

r„:C(Ln)^C1(Enx{0,l}Q")
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as in the statement of the theorem. Since diLn) < diL) < 2a for n < w, we consider

the range of Tn as a subset of Ci({n} x En x {0,1}").

Now we set T: CiL) -> Ci(E' x {0,1}Q), where E' = ({jn<bJ{n} x En), such that

T(f) = (n_1Tn(/|Ln))n<w for every / G CiL). It is easily seen that T satisfies the

claim.

In the case where L is weakly K-analytic it follows immediately from Lemma

2.2 and the comments before it that E' can be replaced by E.

The proof of the theorem is thus complete.

3. Topological consequences. We now come to some consequences of Theo-

rems 2.5 and 1.2.

Theorem 3.1 (Representation of Gulko compact spaces). For a
compact space fi, the following are equivalent:

(a) fi is a Gulko compact space;

(b) fi is homeomorphically embedded in Ci(E' x {0,1}Q) endowed with the point-

wise topology, for some E' C E and some infinite cardinal a.

(c) fi is homeomorphically embedded in Ci (F) endowed with the pointwise topol-

ogy, for some countably determined space Y.

PROOF. (a)=>(b) We have that C(fi) is WCD. By Theorem'2.5 there is a

one-to-one operator T: C(C(fi)) —> Ci(E' x {0,1}Q) that is pointwise to pointwise

continuous. Since fi is homeomorphic to a pointwise compact subset of C(C(fi)),

(b) follows.

(b) =>■ (c) is obvious and (c) =>• (a) follows from Theorem 1.2.

Analogously, we have the following theorem for Talagrand compact spaces.

THEOREM 3.2.   For a compact space fi the following are equivalent:

(a) 0 is a Talagrand compact space;

(b) fi is homeomorphically embedded in Ci(E x {0, l}a) endowed with the point-

wise topology, for some infinite cardinal a.

(c) fi is homeomorphically embedded in Ci(F) endowed with pointwise topology,

for some K-analytic space Y.

The following theorem is similar to Rosenthal's characterization of Eberlein com-

pact spaces [19]. Before we formulate it, recall that, if J is a family of subsets of

a set X then we say that

(a) 7 separates the points X if for every x, y G X with x ^ y there exists

AG /:XA(x) ^Xa(2/)-
(b) 7 is point-finite (resp. point-countable) if every point of X belongs to at

most a finite (resp. a countable) number of members of 7.

Theorem 3.3 (topological characterization of Gulko compact
SPACES).   For a compact space fi, the following are equivalent:

(a) fi is a Gulko compact space.

(b) There are a nonempty subset E' o/E, a point-countable family 7 of open F„

subsets o/fi, which separates points o/fi, and a family {7A:A G K'(E')} of subsets

of 7 such that
ti)7 = {j{7A:AGKiY')};
(ii) if A, B G JC(E'), ACS then 7A C 7B; and
(hi) if A G iC(E'), then 7A is a point-finite family.
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PROOF, (b) => (a) Let A G AT(E') and a G Ja- Since a is an open Fa subset of fi

there exists a continuous function /^: fi —> [0,1] such that Q^fie/f: /a(x) 7^ 0}.

Let LA = {/^: a G 7A} U {0}. Using the fact that 5a is a point-finite family, it

is easily seen that LA is a weakly compact subset of C(fi), whose only weak limit

point is 0 G C(fi). Moreover, if A, B G K(Y,') and AC B then from condition (ii),

LA C Lb-

Set L = (J{La:A G JC(E')}. The conclusion now follows from Corollary 1.8,
since 7 separates the points of fi.

(a) =» (b) We consider the family of sets 7 = {TA = A x {0,1}Q: A G K(Y,')} of

assertion (b) of Theorem 3.1. For every A G /C(E') and n < ui, let JJ be the family

of sets of the form t/; = {x: (j - 2)/n < 7r-,(x) < j/n}, where 3 < j < n + 1 or

—n + 1 < j < —1, 7 G Ta, and tt^: fi —> R the projection at point 7 G Ta- It is

clear that 7A consists of open Fa sets and

a) U^3,n) = {«M*)i>^}-

The family 5J is point-finite. Indeed, suppose that there is some k G fi belonging

to infinitely many members of 7A. Then there exists j and a sequence (7;);<u, of

distinct points of FA, such that fc G fli^i ^ • From (1) we have that |7r^(fc)| >

1/n for all i < co, which is absurd since (-7i)J<Ui Q FA and by Theorem 3.1(b) and

Definition 1.1 rr-y^/c) = fc('ft) —♦ 0.

For every compact subset A of w x E', set 7A = \J{7£ (A)-^ e tti(j4)}- where

fi:wxE'->u and 772:u; x E' —» E' are the projections onto the first and second

coordinates. We notice that the family 7A is point-finite. Indeed, since A compact,

7r2(A) compact and 7Ti(A) is finite subset of ui. Also, it is clear that if A, Be

Kiuj x E') and A C B then 7A C JB.

Set / = U{^a: A e)C(ux E')}. As in the remark following Lemma 1.4, we see

that 7 is point-countable. It remains to prove that the family 7 separates the points

of fi. Let x, 2/ be distinct points of fi. Then there is 7 such that 7r-,(x) / ^(2/),

say 71^(x) < n-yiy) and 71^(2/) > 0. Then there is n < w such that 7r-,(?/) > 1/n

and 7r^(2/) — 7r-,(x) > 2/n. Therefore for some j with 3 < j < n + 1 and some

A G /C(E'), 2/ G U%n) and x ^ [/^'n), where U^A-n) C 7% C 7.

REMARKS 3.3.1. G. Gruenhage [10], using Theorem 3.3, proved that every

Gulko compact space contains a G& dense metrizable subset. This answers a ques-

tion of Talagrand [21, 22] and implies a result of Argyros and Negrepontis [3].

If fi is Gulko compact totally disconnected space, then there exists a family 7' of

clopen sets which satisfies assertion (b) of the preceding theorem. Indeed, for every

a G 7, we can choose an increasing sequence (a/c)fcGa, of open and closed subsets of

fi such that a = Ufc<u; Qfc- Now, for A G iC(E') and for n G w set 7(n,A) = {ai- i <

n,a G 7a} and for B G K(u x E') set 7b = \J{7(k,ir2{B))'-k G 7ri(P)}. It is easily

seen that the family 7' = \J{7b'- B G K{u x E')} has the desired properties.

PROPOSITION 3.4.   For a compact space fi the following are equivalent:

(a) fi is a totally disconnected Gulko compact space.

(b) fi is homeomorphic to a pointwise compact subset of Ci(F) consisting of

characteristic functions, for some space Y of the form P°°(M) (see Definition 1.3).
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(c) fi is homeomorphic to a pointwise compact subset of Ci(F) consisting of

characteristic functions, for some countably determined space Y.

PROOF, (a) => (b) Let 7 = \J{7a: A G iC(E')} be a family of open and closed

subsets of fi that satisfies (b) of Theorem 3.3 (see also the above remarks).

For K G K(E') set TK = 7K, M = E' and F = {rK:K G K(E')}. It is clear

from the properties of 7 that the mapping $: x G fi —> (Xa(x))Q(E7 G Ci(P°°(M))

is a homeomorphic embedding.

(b) =>• (c) is obvious.

(c) =>• (a) By Theorem 1.2, fi is Gulko compact. Since fi is embedded in {0,1}V,

it is also totally disconnected.

REMARK 3.4.1. It is clear, as in Theorem 3.2, that the analogues of 3.3 and

3.4 hold for Talagrand compact spaces.

Using Theorem 3.1 we obtain a result connecting Gulko compact spaces with the

complicated class of Rosenthal compact spaces. We recall that a compact space is

said to be Rosenthal compact if it is homeomorphic to a pointwise compact subset

of the space Pi(M) of first Baire class real-valued functions on some Polish space

M (see [20 and 16, Definitions 1.10, 1.12]).

THEOREM 3.5. Every Gulko-compact space fi of weight at most 2" is

Rosenthal-compact.

PROOF. According to Theorem 3.1, we have that there exists a homeomorphic

embedding of fi into a space of the form Ci(E' x {0,1}") for some subset E' of E.

Consider a completion M of the separable metric space M = E' x {0,1}W. By the

definition of Rosenthal-compact spaces it suffices to prove that the space Ci (M) is

included in the space Bi(M).

For every / G Ci(M), we define /: M —► R by

f(x\ = / °' XG ^M'
H '      [fix),    xGM.

For every e > 0, the set o-£(/) = {! £ M: |/(x)| > e} is by definition a closed and

discrete subset of M, and so a countable Gs subset of M.

Now, it is easily seen that the inverse image under / of every open subset of R

is Fa in M, so / is first Baire class [16, Theorem 1.11] and thus Ci(M) C L?i(M).

The following result is due to Professor S. Argyros, who permitted us to inlcude

it in our paper.

THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that K is a Talagrand iGulko) compact set which is

considered as a subset of the space E[0, l]r for some set T. Then there exists a

family {T^o- G E} i{Ta,o- G E',E' C E}) such that for o < a', Ta C T„> and

K\Ta is a subset o/Co(r<7).

PROOF. We prove the result for Talagrand compact sets. The case of Gulko

compact sets follows from similar arguments. Since K is Talagrand compact CiK)

endowed with the weak topology is K-analytic hence there exists a family {La:a G

E} of weakly compact sets of C(K) ordered as the irrationals (i.e. o < o', La C La>)

andlUs^ = C(K).
In the sequel, for 7 G T, /k1: E[0, l]r —> [0,1] denotes the usual projection on the

7-coordinate. We also denote by rCT the set {7 G T: 7r7|K g La}.
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CLAIM. For every subset E of T there exists a partition {En}n<bJ of E so that

the set {71^|K:7 G TaC\En} is weakly discrete and has as a unique weak limit point

the element 0 G CiK).

Assume that the claim has been proved. Then we finish the proof of the theorem

in the following way.

For E = F we get a sequence {Tn}n<UJ satisfying the claim and set An = Ufc=i ^fe

and ^(cr,n) = rCT fl An. The set E x N which is homeomorphic to E and it is obvious

that if ia,n) < (a',m) then r(ffin) C r((T»im).

Finally, let x G K. Then x|r(ff)tl) G Co (r (<,_„)). Indeed, if this is not the case

there exists an infinite sequence {7k}k<oj in ^(a,n) with |7r7K(x)| > 9 > 0, which

contradicts our assumption that {7r-yK|K}K<w converges weakly to zero.

PROOF OF THE CLAIM. We assume that |r| = wiK) and we prove the claim

using transfinite induction on the cardinality of the subsets A of T. It is clear that

the claim is true for all A C T with |A| = w.

Consider a < \T\ and assume that for all (3 < a the inductive hypothesis is

satisfied.

The following lemma is contained in [16, Lemma 6.25].

LEMMA. For a compact subset K o/E([0, l]r), there exists an increasing family

Tx CF2 C ■■■ CT(.C ■■■ CTT =T iwhere \T\ = r) with |r4| < r for £ < r, and

r„ = Up<n T? for ^mit n < t, such that for all £ < r and x G K, x|Tj G K.

Consider a subset A of T with |A| = a > ui. From the above lemma there exists

a "long" sequence {r^}^<Q satisfying the conclusion. We set E$ = (rj+i\r^)n A.

Clearly we have \E^\ < a, {Jc<a E^ = A. From the inductive hypothesis for every

£ < a there exists a partition {En}n<LJ of E^ such that for every infinite sequence

{*1n}n<u, in E^ D Ta the sequence {7r7JK}n<w converges to zero.

For each n G N we set An = \Jc<aE?. We show that the set {71^^:7 G

An fl TCT} contains only weakly null infinite sequences.

Assume not. Then there exists an infinite sequence {irln\K}n<ul weakly con-

verging to some / G CiK) with /(x0) ^ 0 for some x0 G K.

It is easy to see that the function / depends only on the set {7n}n<uj (i-e. for

x, y G K with x(7„) = 2/(7n) for all n G w we have /(x) = /(j/))-

The continuity of / implies that there exists a basic open neighborhood U of xo

depending on a finite subset A of {Yk}k<u> so that /(j/) ^ 0 for all y G U H K.

Notice also that for all £ < a, E? fl {in}n<u> is at most finite. Hence we may

assume that E1} fl {7n}n<w contains at most one element. Therefore the sequence

{ln}n<u> has the form {7n(£n)}n<uj for an increasing sequence {£n}n<w, such that

Eln{ln}n<u, = {1xi£x)}-

We set no = sup{n:7„ G A}. Then for the element y = x\T^n we have that

2/ G U fl K, hence f(y) ^ 0. On the other hand, for every n > no, ^lniv) = 0

therefore /(j/) = limK—oo ^YKiv) = 0. This is a contradiction which completes the

proof of the Theorem.

REMARK. Following the arguments of the proof of the above theorem one could

show the next result:

If K is a compact subset of the space E[0, l]r and A is a subset of T so that

the set {7r^|K:7 G A} is relatively weakly compact then there exists a partition
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{An}n<u of A so that for each n G N and each infinite sequence {7n}n<w in A„,

the sequence {7r7n |K: n G N} is weakly null.

4. Functional analytic consequences. The main results of this section are:

some characterizations of WCD (and weakly K-analytic) Banach spaces E using

operators from E* into Ci(X), where X is countably determined (Theorems 4.1,

4.2), a result on the strict convexity of Ci(X) (Theorem 4.5) and some (mainly

geometrical) applications of the above (Theorem 4.8).

Theorem 4.1 (characterization of WCD Banach spaces). LetE be
a Banach space, then the following are equivalent:

(a) E is a WCD Banach space.

(b) There are a nonempty subset E' of E and a family {Lk'-K G AT(E')} of
nonempty weakly compact subsets of E such that

(i) if K G AT(E') then 0 G E is the only possible weak limit point of Lk;

(ii) the set L = \\{Lk- K G K(Y')} is a total subset of E and L CBx; and

(hi) 1/K1, K2 G X'(E') with Ki C K2 then LKl C LK2.

(c) If t = dim E and a is the least cardinal such that t < 2a, then there are

a nonemtpy subset E' C E and a bounded linear one-to-one operator T:E* —>

Ci(E' x {0, l}a), that is weak* to pointwise continuous.

(d) There exists a bounded linear one-to-one operator T:E* —> Ci(F), that is

weak* to pointwise continuous, for some countably determined space Y.

PROOF, (a) =► (c)LetTi:C(Pi) ->Ci(E'x{0,l}Q) be the operator of Theorem

2.5 and define T2:E* -> C(5i):T2(x*)(x) = x*(x) for x* G E* and x G Pi. It

follows easily that T is a linear isometry that is weak* to pointwise continuous. It

is clear that T = Tx ° T2 has the desired properties.

(c) =>• (b) For every t G E' x {0,1}Q we set xt:E* -► R:xt(x*) = T(x*)(t).

By our assumption on T, Xt is a weak* continuous functional, so xt G E. Set for

K G K(E'), Lk = {xt: t G A x {0,1}"} U {0} C E. It is clear that if Kx C K2 then
Lk1 C Lkh, and normalizing T we have L = [}{Lk'- K G K(E')} C Bx-

Since T is one-to-one, the set L separates points of E*; indeed, if x\ ^ x*> then

Tix\) ^ Tix*,), so there is t G E' x {0,1}Q such that T(x*J(£) / T(x*.)(t), i.e.

xt(xj) ^ xtix*,). It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that L is a total subset

otE.

Let K G X'(E') and (xtiv)nea; a sequence of distinct points of Lk- Then xt„ ^+

0 G E. Indeed, if x* G E* then x*(xtJ = xt„(x*) = T(x*)(in) -> 0, since

T(x*) G Ci(E' x {0, l}a) and K is a compact subset of E' containing the sequence

\tn)n£uj-

(b) => (a) If fi denotes the closed unit ball of E* with weak* topology, then E

is embedded isometrically into C(fi) and the family {Lk-K G K{Y')} consists of

weakly compact subsets of C(fi) and satisfies the conditions of Corollary 1.8, so

C(fi) is WCD, and thus E is WCD as closed linear subspace of C(fi).

(c) =^> (d) is obvious.

(d) =>• (a) E is embedded isometrically into C(fi), and fi is Gulko compact

because it is homeomorphic to a pointwise compact subset of Ci(F) (Theorem

1.2). It follows that E is WCD.

The next theorem characterizes weakly K-analytic Banach spaces; its proof is

similar to that of Theorem 4.1.
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THEOREM 4.2.   Let E be a Banach space.  Then the following are equivalent:

(a) E is a weakly K-analytic Banach space.

(b) There is a family {La:o G E} of nonempty weakly compact subsets of E,

such that

(i) if o G E then 0 G E is the only possible weak limit point of La;

(ii) the set L = \J{La:o G E} is a total subset of E and L C Bx; and

(iii) if a, p G E with a < p then La C Lp.

(c) If t = dimF and a is the least cardinal such that t < 2a, then there is

a bounded linear one-to-one operator T:E* —> Ci(E x {0, l}a), that is weak* to

pointwise continuous.

(d) There exists a bounded linear one-to-one operator T:E* —> Ci(F), that is

weak* to pointwise continuous, for some K-analytic space Y.

The next theorem is known (Talagrand [21, Theorem 7.2]). We include it here

because it is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 (see also [18, 19]).

THEOREM 4.3. Every WCD Banach space E with the Schur property is sepa-

rable.

PROOF. We recall that a Banach space E has the Schur property if every weakly

convergent sequence is norm-convergent. Thus the weak and norm compactness on

E are identical.

We consider the family {Lk'-K G AT(E')} of weakly compact sets of Theorem

4.1(b). Let L = \J{LK:K G K(E')} and define /: L -» R by /(x) = ||x||. Since
0 G E is the only possible weak limit point of each Lk, it follows from the Schur

property of E that /|Lf( G C0iLK) for every K G AT(E'). Now by Corollary 1.7(a),

supp(/) is at most countable. But supp(/) = L\{0} and L is total. Therefore E is

separable.

DEFINITION 4.4. A norm || • | of a Banach space E is strictly convex if for every

x, j/ G E with x/j/, such that ||a;|| = \\y\\ = 1, we have ||(x + 2/)/2|| < 1.

A Banach space E is strictly convexifiable if there is a strictly convex norm | j | • 111

on E equivalent to the original norm of E.

THEOREM 4.5. For every countably determined space X, the Banach space

Ci(X) admits an equivalent strictly convex norm ||| • |||, that is pointwise lower

semicontinuous inarnely, for every r > 0 the closed r-ball of (Ci(X),||| -HI) is a

pointwise closed set).

Before the proof of this theorem we shall present some applications.

THEOREM 4.6.   Let E be a WCD Banach space.  Then:

(a) E* admits an equivalent strictly convex norm; and

(b) if L is a weakly countably determined subset of a Banach space, then the

Banach space CiL) admits an equivalent strictly convex norm.

PROOF, (a) Let T:E* —> Ci(E' x {0,1}Q) be the bounded linear one-to-one

operator of Theorem 4.1(c). Since the space Ci (E' x {0,1}Q) is strictly convexifiable

(see Theorem 4.5) and T is one-to-one, the space E* must be strictly convexifiable

according to a Theorem of V. Klee [7, Theorem 1, p. 100].

(b) This follows similarly using Theorem 2.5.

REMARK Theorem 4.6(a) is known for the class of WCG Banach spaces.
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COROLLARY 4.7. There is no bounded linear one-to-one operator T:Ci(E) —»

Co(r), for any set T.

PROOF. H. Rosenthal has constructed a nonseparable closed linear subspace E

of the WCG space L1 ({0, l}2", p) (where p is the Haar measure on compact group

{0, l}2"), with an unconditional basis, which is not WCG [19, Theorem 1.1, p. 86].

Since E is weakly K-analytic (as a closed linear subspace of a WCG Banach

space), there exists according to Theorem 4.2(c), a bounded linear one-to-one op-

erator Tx.E* —> Ci(E). Suppose that for some set T, there exists a bounded linear

one-to-one operator T2: Ci(E) -* C0(r). Then T = T2 o Tx: E* -> C0(r) will be a

bounded linear one-to-one operator. However such an operator cannot exist since

E has an unconditional basis and so by a theorem of W. Johnson [19, Proposition

1.3, p. 98] E would be WCG.
REMARK. Since Ci(E) is strictly convexifiable, Corollary 4.7, implies that Ci(E)

is one more example with the properties of the examples of Dashiell and Linden-

strauss (see [6, Theorem 2 and 13, problem 8]).

We notice that the proof of the above corollary is simple but uses some nontrivial

results. For another direct proof we refer to [15], where we attempt a classification

of Banach spaces of the form Ci (M) where M is a separable metric space.

A much stronger result than Theorem 4.6(a) follows using the complete strength

of Theorem 4.1. First, we recall that a norm || • || of a Banach space E is said to

be:

(a) locally uniformly convex, if for every sequence (x„)n€w C E and every x G E

with ||xy|| = ||x|| = 1, the condition ||(x„ + x)/2|| —► 1 implies that ||xn — x|| —► 0;

(b) smooth, if for every x G E with ||x|| = 1 there is exactly one x* G E* with

||x*|| = 1, such that x*(x) = 1.

THEOREM 4.8. Every WCD Banach space E admits a locally uniformly convex

and smooth norm, whose dual norm on E* is strictly convex.

PROOF. According to Theorem 4.1(c) there exists a bounded linear one-to-one

operator T: E* —> Ci(E' x {0,1}°) that is weak* to pointwise continuous. Let ||| • |||

be an equivalent strictly convex norm on space Ci(E' x {0,1}Q) that is pointwise

lower semicontinuous.

For every / G E*, set |||/||| = ||/|| + |||T(/)|||. It is easily seen by the above that

the mapping ||| • |||: E* —> [0, +00) defines an equivalent strictly convex norm on E*

that is weak* lower semicontinuous. So by standard results [7, Theorem 3, p. 106]

E has an equivalent norm ||| • |||o whose dual norm is ||| • |||. (This norm is defined

as follows: for x G E, |||x|||o = sup{|/(x)|: |||/||| < 1}.) From a theorem of V. Klee

[7, Theorem 2(i), p. 23] we have that j|[ ■ |||o is a smooth norm. By a theorem of

Vasak [24] E admits an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm j | j • 1111.

Now the conclusion follows using the techniques of Asplund [7, Corollary 1,

Theorem 2, pp. 107-113].

The next corollary generalizes a result of Asplund [12, Corollary 8].

COROLLARY 4.9. Let E be a WCD Banach space. Then every continuous

real-valued convex function f defined on an open convex subset of E is Gateaux

differentiable in a dense Gs subset of its domain of definition ithat is, E is a weak

Asplund space, in the terminology of [12]).
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PROOF. By Theorem 4.8, any WCD Banach space E admits an equivalent norm

the dual norm of which is strictly convex. So Asplund's theorem [12, Theorem 7]

applies to E.

REMARK. Using Theorem 4.8 we have a negative answer to the following prob-

lem of J. Lindenstrauss [13, problem 9]. If a Banach space E admits an equivalent

smooth norm, is then E a subspace of a WCG Banach space? Consider a Gulko

compact space K that is not Eberlein compact [20, 21]. Then CiK) is a WCD

Banach space and so by Theorem 4.8 admits an equivalent smooth norm. But

CiK) is not isomorphic to a subspace of any WCG Banach; otherwise K would be

an Eberlein compact space, by a result of Benyamini, Rudin, and Wage [4].

It must be noted that Johnson and Lindenstrauss first constructed such an ex-

ample [11], which is not however a WCD Banach space.

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.5. We shall use the

following two lemmas.

LEMMA 4.10. Let M be a separable metric space, K be a compact space and

fCl°°iMxK).  Then
(a) / G Ci(M x K) if iand only if) /|fi G Co(fi) for all compact subsets fi of

MxK.

(b) /// G Ci(M x K) then we have:

(i) the set {t G M x K: fit) ^ 0} is at most countable.

(ii) for every t G M x K and for every e > 0 there exists an open set V in M

such that tcV x K and f(V x K\{t}) C (-e,e).

PROOF, (a) Suppose that for some e > 0 the set A = {t G M X K: |/(t)| > e} is

not closed and discrete in M x K. Let t = (x, y) G A' and {Un: n G ui} a countable

neighborhood base of x. For every n G u>, choose tn G An [Un x K\{t, t\,..., tn-x}}

where tn = ixn,yn), n G oj. Then xn —> x and so fi = {{xn:n < w} U {x}) x K is

compact. Moreover fi fl A is infinite because tn G fi fl A, n G w, and the proof of

claim (a) is complete.

(b) (i) We have {t G M x K: fit) ^ 0} = [jnGLJ{t G M x K: |/(t)| > 1/n} where

each set in the right side is countable as a closed and discrete subset of the Lindelof

space MxK.

(ii) Assume that the assertion is not valid and let t = (x, y) G M X K such that

for some s > 0, f(V x K\{t}) % (-£,e) for every open set V in M such that

t G V x K. Then we can easily find a sequence tn — ixn,yn), n G ui, such that

t0 = t, tn $. {t0,tx,-..,tn-x}, xn —> x and |/(t„)| > e. We set A = {xn:n <

ui} U {x} and observe that {tn: n < u} is an infinite subset of the compact Ax K

and |/(£n)| > e for n < w, a contradiction.

LEMMA 4.11. For every countably determined space X there exist a separable

metric space M, a compact space K and a linear isometry T: Ci(X) —► Ci(M x K)

that is continuous for the topology of pointwise convergence.

PROOF. Let F be a closed subset of a product MxK, where M is a separable

metric space and K a compact space, such that there exists /: F —> X continuous

onto. Choose Z C F such that f\Z is one-to-one and /(Z) = X. Then for every

AC X with A' = 0, we have (/_1(A)nZ)' = 0. Indeed, let fi be a compact subset

of M x K and set B = /_1(A) H Z. Then /(B n fi) is a relatively compact subset
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of A and so |Snfi| = |/(Bnfi)| < w. Thus by Lemma 4.10(a), xb GCi(MxK),

that is, B' = 0.

Now, by the above, the mapping

T:CxiX)^CxiMxK)    with T(g)(t) = { J'(/(t))j    j*|

has the desired properties.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.5. Using the fact that strict convexity is preserved

by closed linear subspaces, it suffices by Lemma 4.11 to prove the theorem when

X = MxK.
For an infinite set T and for every / G Z°°(r) we set

i\°°    1 I'7' )
D(f) = sup <    ^ ^l/l5")!2        : iSn)neu Q T one-to-one sequence > .

It is an easy (and known) fact that this formula defines a norm equivalent with

the supremum norm of /°°(r).

Let (Z7„)nSw be a countable base for the topology of M with Uq — M. Set Gn =

UnxK, n = 0,1,2,.... For every / G Ci(M x K) we set <pn(/) = D(/|G„),n =

0,1,2,... and
-1 1/2

*(/)= E(\y^if)2 .

It is not hard to see that the mapping Nx:Ci(M x K) —> R is a pointwise lower

semicontinuous norm on Ci (M x K) equivalent with the supremum norm.

We shall prove that Nx is a strictly convex norm. For this purpose, let /, g G

Ci (M x K) such that Nx (/) = Nt (g) and Nt (/ + g) = Xx (/) + Nx (g). It is enough
to prove that / = g (see Definition 4.4). We have that

Nxif + g) = ll{(^)V,(/ + ff)}||2 < ||{(^)Vi(/) + a,W<?)}||2

<\my^(f)}h+\mv^(9)}h
= Nxif) + Nxig) = Nxif + g),

so we have equalities. It follows from the strict convexity of the /2-norm that

(1) {p3if + g) = wif) + <pj(g) and <?,■(/) = Vj(g), j = 0,1,2,...}.

Let t G M x K and suppose that f(t) ^ 0 (the proof is similar when g(t) / 0).

It follows immediately from Lemma 4.10(b)(ii) that there exists no G w such that:

(2) |/(0I >sup{|/(s)|: SGGno\{t}}.

Now the conclusion follows immediately from (1) and (2) in connection with

following lemma of Dashiell-Lindenstrauss [6], where T — Gno.

LEMMA. Let T be a nonempty set and f,gC l°°(Y) such that D(f) = D(g) and

D(f + g) = D(f) + D(g). Then f(t) = g(t) for alltcT with

|/(t)|>sup{|/(5):sGr\{i}}

or

\g(t)\>3up{\g(s)\:scr\{t}}.
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REMARK. The proof of Theorem 4.5 uses a technique of Dashiell-Lindenstrauss

(see Theorem 10 of [6]).

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. Recently Professor Roman Pol has kindly informed

me that characterizations of Gulko and Talagrand compact spaces closely related

to Theorem 3.3, were obtained independently by G. A. Sokolov, On some classes

of compact spaces lying in Y-products, Comment. Math. Univ. Carolin. 25 (1984),

219-231.
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